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The Dressmaker of Khair Khana tells the story of a real-life heroine, a young entrepreneur whose
business created jobs and hope for women in her neighborhood during the Taliban years. That woman
is Kamila Sidiqi, an unlikely breadwinner who had become an entrepreneur under the Taliban.
Desperate to support her six brothers and sisters at home and banished from Kabul’s streets by the
Taliban, she started a dressmaking business in her living room, which offered work to over one
hundred women in her neighborhood. Together these unsung heroines made the difference between
survival and starvation for their families despite—and sometimes because of—the Taliban.
We are used to seeing women as victims of war who deserve our pity, but The Dressmaker of Khair
Khana demonstrates that women are resilient survivors who deserve respect. Lessons learned from
their stories about the power of women to facilitate hope and change can be applied in other
postconflict situations. The involvement of women is vital for the success of economic development
and postconflict reconstruction initiatives. At a time when a surge of U.S. soldiers continues the fight
in this war-hardened country, The Dressmaker of Khair Khana shines a light on the lives and struggles of
those who believe a brighter future for Afghanistan is possible.
This book, along with the teaching notes, discussion questions, and suggestions for further projects,
are ideal for the following types of courses:
The Council on Foreign Relations Academic Initiative is designed to connect educators and students
at the college and graduate level with CFR’s research and nonpartisan analysis. For more information, visit
www.cfr.org/educators/.



U.S. foreign policy and international affairs



International development strategy and policy



Women’s empowerment, gender equality, and globalization



Postconflict reconstruction and security



Global political economy



Religion, gender, and development

Discussion Questions
Courses on U.S. Foreign Policy and International Affairs
1.

Think about the 2011 political uprisings in the Middle East. What are ways in which women in
Afghanistan worked to subvert the Taliban regime’s rules? How do their efforts compare to those
of women in Egypt, Libya, and Bahrain?

2.

How does economic development factor into broader U.S. foreign policy goals in Afghanistan
and the Middle East? How does education and women’s empowerment influence economic
development and stability?

3.

In what ways can foreign support of female entrepreneurs affect economic growth, population
growth, public health, literacy rates, and food security?

4.

How can women be empowered to be be invested in allies in the fight against extremism,
religious fundamentalism, and terrorism?

Courses on International Development Strategy and Policy
1. How and why does investment in women spur economic development?
2.

How can support for female entrepreneurs in developing countries help achieve the Millennium
Development Goals? What are the economic, political, public health, and educational
ramifications?

3.

At the end of the book, Kamila leaves nongovernamental organization (NGO) work to start her
own business. Why? What does this tell you about the successes/ failures regarding the
sustainability of initiatives led by international agencies in Afghanistan?

4.

If the Taliban returns to power, what, if anything, can the international community do to support
economic development and women’s empowerment? What lessons can be learned from previous
NGO efforts between 1994 and 2001?

Women’s Empowerment, Gender Equality, and Globalization
1.

What role can men play in women’s empowerment? Can they be passive or active agents of
change?

2.

What are the challenges and benefits of investing in women as economic agents of change?

3.

Think about debates surrounding the concept of empowerment. Is Kamila’s story one of true
empowerment? Why or why not?

4.

Do increases in the economic involvement of women always lead to more equal distributions of
wealth, rights, and responsibilities between women and men? How can empowerment be
ensured?

Postconflict Reconstruction and Security
1.

With an increase in Taliban power in Afghanistan and U.S. troop withdrawal imminent, what, if
any, investments should the U.S. government make in order to protect and sustain peace-building
work conducted since 2001?

2.

According to traditional media portrayals, what roles are women typically seen as having during
times of conflict, especially in Afghanistan? What impact do these images have upon public
consciousness, both in conflict countries and abroad? Do stereotypes affect reconstruction
efforts?

3.

Beyond investments in economic opportunities for women, what can be done to increase stability
in Afghanistan? Is it possible? What other social dynamics, inequalities, and demographic factors
need to be considered?

4.

Why is it important for Afghans to acquire business skills, such as business-plan writing, budget
development, and profit-and-loss analysis? Why is Kamila a more effective business teacher than
her foreign counterparts? What policy planning lessons can be learned from this?

Global Political Economy
1.

What are the micro-level and macro-level benefits of increasing women’s access to and control
over economic and financial resources?

2.

Think about Kamila’s business practices. Why was she successful? What lessons about
entrepreneurial business models can be learned from her story?

3.

What effect has the global economic crisis had upon women’s empowerment? How do men and
women experience economic hardship differently?

4.

What lessons can be learned from economic downturns about the benefits of increasing women’s
control over resources? Why might decreases in funding for women’s initiatives be counterproductive for economic development programs?

Religion, Gender, and Development
1.

Some argue that there is a tension between Islam and women’s rights. In what ways do Kamila
and other men and women in the book use Islamic texts and principles to support women’s
education and financial empowerment?

2.

At many crucial junctures, Kamila turns to her faith for guidance. What role does faith play in her
personal journey? In general, what does this reveal about the connections between religion and
women’s empowerment in Afghanistan?

3.

Are there parallels to be drawn between the Taliban and other practiced forms of religious
fundamentalism concerning the status of women? How are they similar and different?

4.

Is there a role religion or religious institutions can play in development, women’s empowerment,
and politics? What are the costs and benefits, particularly in Afghanistan?

Further Projects

Op-ed
Assign students to write an op-ed on the intersections of economic development, entrepreneurial
initiatives, postconflict reconstruction, religion, and gender. Assignments should be evaluated based
on the importance of the topic selected, and the clarity and brevity with which the author presents a
specific point of view. Because the op-ed is short, it requires different writing skills from a
conventional term paper—the point must be made in the first or second paragraph, the writing style is
usually more argumentative than in term papers, and the writing style must be simple even as the ideas
advanced are sophisticated. These guidelines will help in focusing the argument—which is best done
before writing—because many students choose arguments that are either too sprawling or esoteric for
good op-eds.

Policy Brief
Examine at least three development programs in Afghanistan that work to foster economic
development and/or empower women (i.e. look at programs funded by the United Nations, the United
States Agency for International Development, the United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the
Empowerment of Women, the Cooperative for Assistance and Relief Everywhere, the Business
Council for Peace, AidAfghanistan, etc.). Have students assess the successes and failures of these
ventures and suggest opportunities for improvement. Analysis should be presented in a two to threepage policy brief written to high-level U.S. foreign policymakers.

Media Analysis
Have students select three news articles about Afghan women published during the Taliban rule from
1994 to 2001. These can be articles or news clips from newspapers, magazines, or aid agencies. How
are women described and depicted? What visual images (if any) are used? How do these portrayals of
women harm or help efforts for women’s empowerment? What ramifications do these pieces have
upon western conceptualizations of Islam, South Asia, and the supposed connections between
ethnicity, geographic location, religion, and poverty? How can these images be challenged or
supported?
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